5 WAYS TO SUPPORT
Aquacelerator’s World Oceans Week Celebration

Engage in the conversation with #Aquacelerator.
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Network-Centered Innovation on Display
Through the Aquacelerator, network-centered innovation has provided partners
the tools and techniques to meaningfully engage with new partners, new ideas,
and new resources in pursuit of a transformative vision centered on sustainable
aquaculture solutions. We asked them to reflect on this vision and will share videos
featuring this vision throughout World Oceans Day on June 8 (beginning June 8,
9am in Canberra, Australia). Visit SecondMuse on social media to see, share, and
respond to these video clips.

Use the Hashtag
By following and using #Aquacelerator on Twitter throughout World Oceans
Week, you can keep up with the conversation around the impact of the Blue
Economy Challenge Aquacelerator Fellows, the challenges they are addressing,
their impact, and their vision for the future of sustainable aquaculture. We
want you to weigh in throughout the week using the hashtag to join a broader
conversation about accelerating sustainable aquaculture.
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Make A Commitment

4

World Ocean Festival

5

Virtual Reality Film Premiere

We want YOU to engage with the ten Blue Economy Challenge winners.
Throughout the week, follow the lead of organizations across the globe by making
your own commitment to a Fellow, whether providing your connectivity, capacity,
creativity, capital, or credibility. Visit theblueeconomychallenge.com/commitments
to learn more and get in touch.

On June 4 on Governors Island in New York City, people from across the globe
come together in support of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal 14,
which aims to promote conservation and sustainable use of the world’s oceans.
Aquacelerator will be part of this, previewing a virtual reality film featuring
Aquacelerator Fellows in Tanzania. In addition, between 10am and 11am EDT (June 9,
12am in Canberra), we will be featured on the World Oceans Festival Facebook page.

On World Oceans Day in the United States, Making Waves: Re-engineering Aquaculture
in Tanzania will be released on 3pm EDT (June 9, 5am in Canberra) via the Facebook
page of Mission Blue, Dr. Sylvia Earle’s Ocean Conservation organization, in
coordination with an in-person gathering and panel discussion featuring the
Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade’s innovationXchange and
SecondMuse, hosted at SAP Next-Gen in New York City. Our panels will look at
ways to push the boundaries of both technology and immersive communications
for development in the pursuit of long-lasting, meaningful social impact. Watch
this live 360/VR webcast from 2-4pm EDT (June 9, 4-6am in Canberra).
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